Needless to say, the charts especially 2020 and 2021, are very obviously giving in what is going on with the world.

Long story short, battles are won and lost on each side right now. So, the situation is still escalating for both sides. Whomever thinks this has only positive and negatives for us or for the enemy is not observing logically but quite emotionally. The enemy has been hit a lot, but freedoms have also been hit quite a lot, and this battle is going. Also, whomever thinks that all of these brutal measures happened to "protect anyone" from CO-VID as the sole reason, has to be quite naive.

People's lives are ruined, people are chock infested with dangerous drugs, people live like shit, and yet some people believe that this whole event happened to protect anyone. And this in plain words is called being dumb. Everything is designed around exploitation, and guess what, the same governments that want to replace people in their own homeland, wanted to suddenly save mass numbers of them, from what they obtusely referred to as "Nothing but a flu".

The pattern doesn't add up. Did the enemy wake up one morning and say, oh, we have to right now move all cogwheels to help everyone, hur hur. I think those who know their pattern know that this always the means to another, more nefarious end. If you want to do good, you do good, you don't withhold it for five to six centuries or twenty centuries, and then suddenly decide it's time to "help" anyone.

For one, all of this "Pandemic" situation, and all the restrictive measures, were put forth at the 29-0 entry degree Saturn in Aquarius, and the 29th degree of the previous sign, and have been reinforcing and going worldwide. Saturn in Aquarius in this case shows a passage towards a situation of possible strangulation of personal rights, ability to assemble, and a lot of other indications which have already manifested, and do throw constitutions in the trash bin and put them in suspension. Saturn in Aquarius in a chart has a similar effect, the person starts out social [like we once here, shaking hands etc.] and people end up increasingly limited and isolated [many times due to personal choice] later on
in their life. This cycle is followed, and in a sense, this cycle is being mirrored a lot in the current state of affairs.

That, before even Saturn really kicks into Aquarius. Many of these measures are quite "inhuman", same as are many other things the enemy is trying to make. These are more tailor made for artificial aliens, rather than human beings. "Radical" change of the human being from something freer, to some form of mass borg, also relates to mass events of restricting the "humanness" of humanity. In particular, at the time where this Saturn will be on the 15th degree, the configurations are quite worrisome for personal freedoms, "human rights", including its retrogrades and current stationing. The above constitutes a more "technological" dimension. See for example how many people are lost in machinery these days. Those in power who think of nefarious use of technology, love these types of people, as they constitute a demographic that can be completely controlled. Many people solely exist in Social Media these days. Imagine the control others who have Social media exact over them. This is only one example related to these planets. As time goes, many of these "Social media junkies" are becoming no different than drug addicts in more than one ways, and the Social Media becomes their dealer.

On a more linear situation, for those who don't understand what that means "in the real world", if "Martial Law" applies, your "Rights as an American" all go down the trash can. Meanwhile people will be scrolling infinitely through Facebook and they may not notice [might have headphones on], until of course they hear some real loud tank outside their house screaming that everyone should come and give their digital ID to the military, or something like that.

This has been the enemy's wet dream for a very long time, and the first fruits of this were the mass freedom restrictions of 1999-2001, during the Twin Towers situation, which was the Wet Dream of the jews. This opened all systems go for mass, global surveillance, "Global governance" and the gradual liquidation of governments worldwide. What is going on now is very likely to this situation.

The world was never the same after 1999-2001, despite of what bullshit people kept saying and repeating that "This is not a dangerous legislation", "This will only last a while until the so called Terror subsides", and all the rest of the nine yards. All it takes after this is passed is the consistent appearance of a going "Terrorism", and all of this stays in place. Likewise, we have the Co-VID situation.

Unlike real enemies, people can scarcely and not at all evaluate the existence of such "Threat", so they have to blindly trust those in power to tell them every of their next move. Due to the fact that this is a health crisis, it's a very sensitive and serious crisis at the same time, disabling criticism of it, and giving easy
justification for any moves the enemy makes. As to their validity, this is hard to cross or to comprehend or to put in context, so it makes things easier for those who want, like the enemy, to try to make this an abused situation for their advantage.

Many politicians, who may not be "On board" with the general JWO agenda, likewise, only listen to others who may be corrupt, and tell them what measures are "Necessary". Not knowing how to evaluate the situation, they can't but act in how they are advised.

Quite a few Nations have already declared the so-called Martial Law. Others are one step before doing that. All the so called "Free World" is now being quickly strangulated in the enemy's lastditch effort to consolidate their control. Given the extent of the gamble, the enemy risks losing everything now or facing a tragic situation that will derail their whole agenda until 2024. The planets work against them.

We have entered a dangerous phase of the enemy and everyone else included. The enemy is making global tests now to assess how much force the so called "NWO" global government can exact, how much people believe in them, how compliant people will be and so forth. This hasn't really been going very well for them.

Most people aren't as dumb as they hoped. Plus, much of this is so blatant, that everyone questions why we have gone to Orwell's society over what the MSM described as a flu.

In regards to the planets, this strongly applies until September 2020, in regards to restrictive measures, and returns with see-saw effects until 2021. Rest reassured this whole situation will drag on for months, and possibly, years. The enemy is forcing the stranglehold to impose things that they want through this whole situation. Much of this has been programmed in movies, theaters, predictions, ran in simulations by AI, and many other things.

Uranus in Taurus brings not only financial collapses [many times uncontrollable, perfect example being this one] but also the creation of new monetary and transaction systems, and wealth redistribution. This may be on the benefit of the common man, or not on his benefit - at all. Another manifestation, look how many people, businesses, etc., all got thrown in the gutter all of a sudden, without warning, and without any foreseeable situation. Suddenly, many of these people were in the gutter.
At the same time however, many others will be getting raises in pay, a better work position [due to others failing] so even in this situation, there are still positives. This pattern coincides completely with the ongoing planets.

Clearly, as it should be observable, the enemy tries to bail out themselves, and they will machinate their way through trying to make gains out of this situation, even-though they have suffered strong losses. The other way this ends is that by 2024, people will chase the enemy down in the streets after all the financial crimes they have done against them. Another manifestation could be the total hunger games scenario, which could likewise fall under the radical differences of Uranus applied on Aquarius, dealing with finances.

This situation is altered by a lot of planning for them. Or rather, to be accurate, the enemy knows that challenges are going to crop up for them, and an acceleration of their agenda is something they need to apply at the earliest possibility and not wait. Long story short all these planets indicate is nothing "specific" and nothing for one side, guaranteeing the success of either side. The situation is still hovering around on the sky. Due to the nature of the enemy, they are at a disadvantage against the energy of the current ongoing planets, but that's it.

For those who think that any specific planet means something specific for "our victory", this is only half the truth. Despite of that "we have won" on a higher level, what happens here, and what is going on, is a whole different situation.

See for example how the enemy has had the perfect planned excuse to pass in a matter of days laws, systems, and governmental schemes that destroyed overnight efforts and laws [such as privacy laws] that have existed for decades. These destructions of personal freedoms relate to Saturn in Aquarius, and this is only the beginning.

Another thing ruled by Aquarius is the Internet, which will definitely come under siege in the next years. As for the sweeping measures taken on the internet, this has already been manifesting in its first forms since late 2015, because the enemy simply couldn't wait it out, to wait for the times. Rumors have been circulating around that the "Internet cannot take it and gets overloaded" and these are only excuses to essentially take down or restrain the internet. Internet restrictions are a mass thing in China. Internet equals information, and information equals change. This is why in all "Mainstream" platforms, everything questioning this situation has been totally purged.

The reality is that if people do not follow the advice of the Gods and the specific energies are projected through the RTR to take down what needs to be taken
down, all the rest of the words and prophecies mean nothing. People sitting on their bums right now and not doing what we are instructed, will land this world directly into a global gulag. In regards to the plans of this, this is all on the table, and readily visible. Do you see how easily the enemy has wrestled many into submission, and where this is all going?

Weren't there opposition by the Gods and the means already deployed, I have no idea where this world would have been now. Probably the whole "Curfew" would never end, and the mass marching towards Globalist Jew World Order Communism may have already be implemented.

Left to its own, nobody knows where this goes. Leaving it to its own is a no-choice, as there is only damnation from there on. Not doing our part means we are letting the situation slide straight into the abyss. This cannot be allowed to happen at any cost.

You can see that the whole methods are applied regardless, as a software program running on reality. The enemy has their plan and they will try to follow it through, opinions, wishful thinking, and other things, do not matter. What matters is what we do in the end of the day spiritually. Decades from now is not today, nor one week from now, nor three months from now. And three months comes before 30 years.

We have prepared everyone before and related only truth about where this is going for a lot of time. Well, now that the situation escalates, the moves against humanity and freedom have intensified. It's now that we have to take this very seriously and do what we have to do, for humanity's future.

That is the reality of the situation. We have a responsibility to do the RTR's and what we have been instructed, to have the instructed outcome, which is the liberation and spiritual assistance of humanity through trying times.
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